Miss Niemeyer’s  3rd Grade Newsletter
Our Home and School Connection
3.7.13
BLOG
“If I could tell the ISAT graders anything…”
The third graders blogged on our website about ISAT. Their comments are hilarious! Check it out!
A HUGE thank you to all the families who donated snacks and drinks for testing week. The students were well fed and smiling all week long!
Back to Routine!
The third grade routine of reading, spelling, grammar test and side B will return next week. It will be nice to get back on our weekly schedule

GOOD NEWS: ISAT HOMEWORK IS OVER! 
Math
We will be exploring more with division. Since division is the opposite of multiplication, keep practicing those multiplication facts. It will make division much easier for your child. 
 I am very proud of the third graders for their hard work and positive mindset this week. As you might have heard at home, each day the test got a little bit harder, but they each pulled through it. I have no doubt they all did their personal best. 
Your personal notes for the championship rings were a great BOOST to our morning routine. Thank you. Their faces were priceless when they read your motivational words for the first time. Almost all of the students read it over and over to themselves smiling and some students even kept it on the side of their desk during the ISAT! 

The students also completed an ISAT effort rubric. They were very honest about how they did on the test and the strategies they used. Talk about the rubric with your child. 
Story of the Week
Flight: The Journey of Charles Lindbergh
Grammar Skill: Simple, compound and complex sentences
Genre: Biography
Vocabulary: 
	compasses: instruments for showing directions
	engine: the part of a machine that uses energy to make the 
	machine move or run
	flight: a trip in an aircraft
	route: a way to go
	soars: flies at great height
	attempt: to try
	cockpit: the place in an airplane where the pilot sits
destination: the place to which a person is going 
navigate: to sail, manage or steer a ship, aircraft, or rocket
	


Music in our Schools Month
Dress up every Wednesday. 

Wednesday 3/13:At the Hop- 50’s day
Visit our website for ISAT photos!
www.niemeyernews.weebly.com

www.niemeyernews.weebly.com Spelling Words

	friends

crackers
miles
inches
marches
brushes
stitches
rushes
fixes
mixes
flies
tries
ladies 
parties
pennies

Commonly Misspelled Words
	should

through
enjoy
terrific
finally


